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Defect dynamics in a smectic Grandjean-Cano wedge
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An array of edge dislocation forms spontaneously in a Grandjean-Cano wedge filled by a smectic liquid
crystal. In the vicinity of the smecticA to smecticC transition, these defects are visible under the microscope
@R. B. Meyer, B. Stebler, and S. T. Lagerwall, Phys. Rev. Lett.41, 1393~1978!#. This paper deals with their
dynamics under controlled deformation~dilation and compression!. First, we characterize several regimes of

dislocation mobility occurring with increasing straine or strain rateė. We relate these regimes to the interac-
tions between screw and edge dislocations. We also show that screw dislocations give rise to loops of edge
dislocations under sufficient strain, which strengthens the model of loop nucleation by helical instability of
screw dislocations. Lastly, we discuss several models for the microscopic origin of the interactions between
defects.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.69.011705 PACS number~s!: 61.30.Jf, 46.35.1z, 61.72.Ff, 61.72.Lk
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well established that the plasticity of solids is co
trolled by the motion through the crystal of topological d
fects under stress. In the early days of crystal plastic
Orowan@1# expressed the deformatione of a crystal in terms
of dislocation displacements:

e5ArmbL, ~1!

whereA is a geometric coefficient. The corresponding crys
is assumed to deform via a densityrm of mobile disloca-
tions, withb andL as average dislocation Burgers vector a
mean free path, respectively. Taking the time derivative
Eq. ~1! under steady-state conditions (rm constant with
time!, the deformation rate is

ė5Armbv, ~2!

v being the average dislocation velocity. Relation~2! is com-
monly called the Orowan equation.

Today, an impressive body of data is available, from pl
ticity studies of a variety of crystals, under a range of expe
mental conditions, in which the strain rate is either impos
or measured. However, the relative contributions ofv andrm
to the deformation rate in Eq.~2! are still an open question
In other words, for a given strain rate, it is not possible
predict which combination ofrm andv is operating among
an infinite number of possibilities@2#.

As a matter of fact, when the first structural observatio
in crystals became possible using the transmission elec
microscope~TEM!, static as well as dynamic observations
dislocations were reported@3#. Dynamic experiments then
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developed and a body of new data was collected about m
ing defect lines under given deformation conditions. The
included information on the aspects of dislocation moti
~‘‘jerky’’ as opposed to ‘‘viscous’’!, their velocities, the iden-
tification of obstacles to their motion, and details about
corresponding by-passing mechanisms. This significantly
proved the understanding of crystal plasticity~see, e.g.,@4#!.
However, although the above experiments benefited from
high spatial resolution of TEM, the restricted field of obse
vation did not facilitate averaging the deformation parame
values over the crystal. The approach of the physical me
lurgist was attempted with liquid crystals with the idea
collecting macroscopic data about the rheology of a sme
material and observing at the same time the details of de
dynamics, using an optical microscope.

Smectic liquid crystals@5# are crystals of parallel layers o
two-dimensional liquids, which also display topological d
fects like screw and edge dislocations@6,7#. It is now estab-
lished through several studies of microplasticity@8# that dis-
locations also control the deformation of a smectic sam
~at least for small strains!. But due to lack ofin situ obser-
vations little is known about their behavior under stress, th
nucleation or their interactions, unlike solid crystals. For e
ample, recent experiments@9,10# on the dynamics of oscilla-
tory plastic flow@11,12# in smectic liquid crystals observe
in layer-normal stress experiments have been interprete
the helical instability of screw dislocations giving rise
edge dislocations@13,14#, but up to now no such instabilitie
have been directly shown. Edge dislocations in the smec
have, however, been directly observed under the microsc
in various experimental situations: in lyotropic lamell
phases@15# or in ferrosmectics@16# between a spherical len
and a plane, in the neighborhood of the smecticA(SmA) to
smecticC(SmC) transition@17# in a Grandjean-Cano wedg
geometry. In the latter case, sketched in Fig. 1, the cont
of the dislocation is enhanced by the fact that the molecu
are normal to the layers in the SmA phase, whereas they ar
tilted in the SmC phase. The local compression of the laye
©2004 The American Physical Society05-1
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in the vicinity of a dislocation yields a local shift of th
SmA-SmC transition. Under a polarizing microscope th
SmC domains ~and thus the dislocations! appear clearly
within the dark background of the homeotropic SmA do-
mains.

Note that all the reported observations of dislocatio
have concerned only motionless dislocations in sample
rest, except for some observations in free-standing smectA
films @18,19#.

Gathering these different ideas and observations has
us to perform microplasticity experiments of smectics,
which we can observe moving edge dislocations over la
distances in order to visualize their local shapes and t
interactions with other defects, and to check the Orow
equation directly.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, w
describe the experimental setup. In Sec. III, we successi
give experimental results and discuss the existence of a y
stress in smectics, study the conditions in which the Orow
equation is satisfied and the transition from a jerky to a v
cous regime, and report dislocation multiplication. In S
IV, in the light of our results, we discuss some aspects of
interactions between edge and screw dislocations in b
smectic liquid crystals.

II. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental system

The thermotropic liquid crystal we have used is a fluo
nated octyloxyphenyl octyloxybenzoate~BDH173; see the
structure in Fig. 2!, which exhibits a SmA-SmC transition
~when cooled from the SmA phase! at 54 °C and a
SmA-isotropic transition at 79 °C.

The deformation microdevice~see Fig. 3! is a rigid me-
tallic frame on which a piezoelectric ceramic~Quartz &
Silica! is glued by means of a cyanocrylate contact g
@20,21#. The ceramic controls the thickness of a Grandje
Cano wedge~of anglea! made of two flat glass plates be

FIG. 1. A grain boundary made of a network of parallel ed
dislocations is present in a SmA liquid crystal confined in a
Grandjean-Cano wedge. In the vicinity of the SmA-SmC transition,
the shift of the transition temperature due to the local stress m
the edge dislocations visible under the optical microscope.
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tween which the liquid crystal is confined. A high-voltag
signal ~obtained by a function generator and a voltage a
plifier! is applied to the ceramic. We mainly use an altern
ing linear sweep with constant amplitude~600 V! and vari-
able frequencyn which yields a displacement within th
range 0–200 nm; the best strain obtained is of order31022

for a 10mm thick sample.
The whole cell is enclosed in a millikelvin Instec ove

~temperature regulated at6231023 K) and observed unde
an optical polarizing microscope~Leica DMRP!. The video
acquisition line comprises a three-charge-coupled dev
3CCD camera, a video recorder, and a PC frame grabbe

B. Sample preparation

In order to provide a good homeotropic alignment of t
layers on the glass, the plates are initially coated by a mo
layer of ionic surfactant cetylpyridinium chloride~CPCl; Al-
drich! obtained by spin-coating of a 0.1 wt % weight solutio
of CPCl in ethanol@22#. Depending on the perfection of th
glass cleaning, the density of screw dislocations which
pear in the sample~see below! can be roughly adjusted.

The geometrical parameters of the wedge~thickness close
to 10 mm and anglea! are adjusted at 54 °C under the m
croscope by means of precision screws. The anglea is con-
trolled by interferometry~air wedge fringes! and fixed be-
tween 231025 and 1023 rad. The Grandjean-Cano wedge
then heated to 100 °C and filled under the microscope by
capillar flow of the liquid crystal in its isotropic phase. Th
sample is then slowly cooled down to the SmA phase, where
the homeotropic alignment is checked. We then stabilize
temperature a few tenths of degrees above the SmA-SmC
transition when the dislocations are visible within the SmA
phase.

es

FIG. 2. Fluorinated liquid crystal used in the experiments.

FIG. 3. Deformation microdevice: the distance between
glass plates is modified by tuning the voltage applied to the
ramic. The actual displacement is measured by interferometry o
air wedge under monochromatic reflected light~Hg green light!.
Vertical arrows indicate the direction of the transmitted light and
the monochromatic light used in reflection. PZT indicates the pie
electric transducer.
5-2
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Due to the thermal dilation of the cell and the filling of th
liquid crystal, the anglea is usually slightly different in the
empty and in the filled cell at the working temperature. W
therefore only partially fill the wedge and leave an air wed
which is used to measurea and the thickness variation of th
stressed sample by interferometry. Note that this latter m
surement is necessary to calibrate the deformation-vol
relation because the holder has a finite rigidity, and the
formation of the ceramic ('0.4 nm V21) is not entirely
transmitted to the sample@23#.

III. RESULTS

Similarly to what has been observed in former stud
@17#, the edge dislocations at rest form a stable network
parallel lines. They are not usually straight, but are stron
pinned on dots of size smaller than the optical resoluti
These dots are present in the sample with a typical den
Ns'1011 m22 @24#. Depending very sensitively on the gla
cleaning, this density can be lowered toNs'109 m22 ~as
shown in Fig. 4!. Because these dots are not dragged by
moving dislocations, we think that they reveal the prese
of screw dislocations that are strongly anchored on b
boundary surfaces and interact with the edge dislocat
~this point will be further discussed in Sec. IV; see also@25#!.

The measurement of both the periodp of the network and
the anglea provides the Burgers vector of the dislocation

b'pa'3.760.4 nm ~3!

~the large relative error is due to the variation,'10% for a
'1024 rad, of the angle of the wedge through the samp!.
This value compares well with the SmA layer thicknessd
measured by small angle x-ray scattering.d'3.3 nm. There-
fore, the edge dislocations present in the sample are elem
tary ones.

FIG. 4. Depending on the preparation of the glass, edge di
cations appear strongly pinned on numerous dots~on the left! or as
straight lines~on the right!. The thickness of the sample is close
10 mm in both cases, and the edge dislocations are in the s
focus plane, located at equal distances from the two glass pl
Note that slight strain might be present in the samples at rest
cause of the presence of a yield stress~see below!.
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When a signal is applied to the piezo actuators, differ
types of dislocation motions are observed, depending on
strain e and the strain rateė. We usually work at constan
strain rate by applying ramps~periodic triangular signals!. At
low strain ~and consequently at low normal stress!, no mo-
tion is observed and the dislocations are strongly pinned
dots. At higher strains, they move and relax the exter
stress but the motion strongly depends on the strain rate
the value of the anglea ~see Fig. 5!. We now detail these
different regimes.

Note that in the following text we will use classical con
cepts from linear elasticity used in metallurgy. The norm
local stress on the layers,s, is thus given by Hooke’s law:
s5Be l wheree l is the local strain of the layers andB the
compression modulus. This approach for smectic materia
relevant only when their deformation remains small, which
the case in our experiments.

A. Small strains and pinning dots

1. Observation of a yield strain

Below a finite straine0 ~for a given cell!, the dislocations
do not move under the applied stress but appear stro
pinned on the dots. The only effect of a compression~or a
dilation! of the sample is an increase~or decrease! of the
optical contrast~see Fig. 6!. This effect is due to a shift of the
SmA-SmC transition temperature under strain~see the de-
tailed explanation in Ref.@17#!, which increases~decreases!
the width of the line.

The yield strain could not be accurately measured fr
the single deformation of a sample at rest, because a pr
isting stress can always be present. We therefore obtaine
yield strain e0 from the periods of rest of the dislocation
submitted to the periodic triangular signal~see Fig. 5!, which
successively increases and decreases the thickness o
sample at constant strain rate (ė and 2 ė). For each given
cell, we found that the yield straine0 is independent of the
applied strain rateė. It varies strongly, however, in the dif
ferent cells~as shown in Table I! and increases with the
densityNs of observable pinning points.

o-

e
es.
e-

FIG. 5. Sketch of the sequence of regimes observed whe
periodic triangular signal is applied.«0 is the value of the yield
strain,v( «̇) is the stationary velocity of the edge dislocations at t
strain rate«̇, andt is the relaxation time due to the finite mobilit
of dislocations~see below in the text!.
5-3
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2. Interpretation: Origin of the yield strain

Our observations strongly suggest that the yield strain
smectic sample is due to the presence of the pinning
which oppose the stress induced climb of edge dislocatio

In order to relate the yield strain to the pinning dots, w
first consider the case of an edge dislocation pinned onl
the origin, as shown in Fig. 7. Far from the pinning dot, t
dislocation rests at the distanceY0, its equilibrium position.
At the point (x,y), we denote byu the local angle between
the dislocation and thex̂ axis ~see the notation in Fig. 7!.

Due to the presence of the Grandjean-Cano wedge a
a, the local normal stress is given bys5Ba(Y02y)/e,
wheree is the thickness of the sample. An elementary Pe
and Koehler~PK! @26# force acts on an elementary lengthds
of the edge dislocation when the latter departs fromY0:

dFPK5
Bba~Y02y!

e
dsn̂, ~4!

FIG. 6. Below the yield straine0, dislocations are motionles
~b!. A compression~a! or a dilation~c! increases or decreases th
optical contrast only, by locally shifting the SmA-SmC transition
@17#.

TABLE I. Variation of the yield straine0 with the densityNs of
pinning points in four different cells.

Sample p(mm) Ns(mm22) e0

I a 22.5 831022 331023

II 23.2 231022 731024

III b 12.7 831024 131024

IV c 6.7 '1022–531022 531024

aSee Fig. 4 left.
bSee Fig. 4 right.
cThe small value ofp made the measurement ofNs imprecise.
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where n̂ is a unit vector normal to the dislocation, andb
5d, the modulus of the Burgers vector alongn. The PK
force is opposed to the force due to the curvature of
dislocation,

dFc52g
du

ds
dsn̂, ~5!

whereg is the line tension of the dislocation. The integratio
of the equilibrium conditiondFc52dFPK gives the shape o
the dislocation:

12cosu5
Bba

2eg
~Y02y!2. ~6!

The resulting force acting on the pinning dot is given
Fg52g sinu0ŷ. The depinning therefore occurs whenu0
5u0,m5arcsin(F/2g), whereF is the maximum force sup
ported by the pinning dot~if F .2g the edge dislocation
surrounds the dot foru05p/2). The depinning therefore oc
curs when the dislocation is at a distanceY0,m

5LA12cosu0,m from the dot, whereL5A2ge/Bba. This
relation allows one to estimateg as follows. In sample III,
the distance of depinningY0,m'L has the same value as th
period p'1025 m ~Table II!, which yields g'L 2Bba/2e
'6310212 N ~with B'106 N m22), a value similar to that
found in mixtures of decyl-cyanobiphenyl/octy
cyanobiphenyl~10CB/8CB! in Ref. @18# (g58310212 N).

Coming now to the yield stress, we relate it to the p
ning. An external stresss acts on an edge dislocatio
through a PK force. Its value per unit lengthFPK5bs is
therefore counteracted by the pinning force due to the d
One should then consider two different cases to estimate
magnitude of the pinning force. WhenY0,m!Ns

21/2, that is,
for a small densityNs of screw dislocations, we expect th

FIG. 7. Top: Isolated pinning point in sample III~period
12.7mm!. Bottom: Corresponding notation used in the text.
5-4
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TABLE II. Characteristics of sample I and of the three samples represented in Fig. 8.

Sample e~mm! a ~rad! p~mm! rm(mm22) ė j v (s21) n j v (Hz) a ės(s
21) ns(Hz) a

I b 12 1.731024 22.5 3.731023

II 10 1.631024 23.2 4.331023 531024 0.04 231023 0.15
III 8 2.931024 12.7 9.831023 231024 0.03 231023 0.30
IV 24 6.031024 6.7 6.231023 331024 0.05 631024 0.10

aThe frequenciesn i are related to the correspondinge i̇ in our experiments.
bThe stationary regimes of plasticity were not reached because of the too high yield strain«0.
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dislocation to be pinned on all dots closer thanL'Y0,m and
the yield stress to be consequently of order

s0'FNsL/b. ~7!

However, when the typical distance between screw dislo
tionsNs

21/2 becomes lower thanY0,m , the number of pinning
dots per unit length along the dislocation line scales asNs

1/2

and the yield stress becomes

s0'FNs
1/2/b. ~8!

Note finally that the measurements of yield strains
Table I provide a second way of estimatingF through Eq.~7!
and Eq.~8!. We obtain in all casesF'10211 N. This value is
similar to the line tension of a dislocation pinned on a sin
point ~see above!. This result consolidates the hypothesis th
the yield stress present in our experiments is entirely du
the pinning of edge dislocations.

B. Plastic regime

Beyond the yield straine0, the sample exhibits a plasti
regime: the edge dislocations move and reach a constan
locity v after a short transient regime~discussed below!. This
behavior is characteristic of the plasticity of crystals und
stress and has been used to check the Orowan equatio
rectly @21#.

We observe two different regimes according to the va
of ė. Below ė j v ~see some values in Table II!, the edge
dislocations remain temporarily pinned, exhibiting ajerky
motion during straining. The depinning distanceY0,m( ė),
however, decreases rapidly with increasingė. Above ė j v, the
dislocations in the steady regime appear as parallel stra
lines, the pinning dots are no longer observed, and the
tion becomesviscous.

1. Orowan equation

For each sample, we have measured the stationary ve
ity acquired by the dislocations at different strain rate6 ė
in both jerky and viscous regimes. We have therefore dire
checked the Orowan equation~Fig. 8!. In both regimes, the
mean velocity follows the Orowan equation, and we find

ė

rm
5dv, ~9!
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whered53.7 nm is close to the Burgers vectorb measured at
rest.

The Orowan equation is, however, not satisfied above
frequencyns ~pointsA, B, andC in Fig. 8! where a transient
regime becomes important and the distance covered by
dislocations during half a cycle decreases. In the limit
large frequencies~or strain rates!, the dislocations are immo
bile, which corresponds to a pure elastic behavior.

FIG. 8. ~a! Evolution of ė/rm with the dislocation velocityv.
Note that the Orowan relation@Eq. ~2!# is well satisfied by a Bur-
gers vectorb53.7 nm~close to the thickness of the smectic laye
and to the static Burgers vector!. Note also the departure from th
Orowan relation at large velocities due to the existence of the
laxation timet ~see explanations in the text!. The pointsA, B, and
C denote the departure from the Orowan equation at large strain
~frequencies greater thanns).
5-5
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2. Interpretation of the saturation regime

The saturation regime occurs whenn21 is of the same
order as the relaxation timet necessary for a dislocatio
under constant strain rate to get a steady motion.

The equations of motion of the dislocations are given
@14#

v5M ~s2s0!, ~10!

s5Be l5BS ėt2

E
0

t

vdta

e
D , ~11!

where M is the mobility of an edge dislocation. We hav
added here a terms0 in the first equation to account for th
observed pinning force. We assume that this force can
derived from the yield stress. The second equation gives
stress as a function of the local straine l . Note thate l is
different from the applied strain because the previous mo
of edge dislocations has decreased the latter strain. Com
ing Eq. ~10! and Eq.~11! yields a relaxation timet:

t5
e

BMa
. ~12!

The measurement of the instantaneous velocity was not
curate enough to measuret. Let us then denote byd the
distance covered by a dislocation during the duration (2n)21

of strain application. In the limit of a small pinning forces0
~which is the case for sample III!, one gets

dm2d

dm
52tn~12e21/2tn! ~13!

wheredm is the distance covered by the edge dislocation
low frequency~stationary regime!. Using this equation, we
found for sample III~see Fig. 9! t51.47 s, of the order of
(2ns)

2151.7 s. The value of the mobility thus obtaine
namely, M'1.931028 m2 s kg21, is in good agreemen
with recent measurements made in a free-standing SmA film
(M'4.431028 m2 s kg21 for 8CB in Ref.@19#!.

FIG. 9. Influence of the finite relaxation timet upon the dis-
tance covered during half a cycle for sample III. The line is the b
fit given by Eq.~13! with t51.47 s.
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Note finally that the saturation regime, contrary to t
pinning regime, is observed even at large strains. Becaus
the vicinity of the SmA-SmC transition, important deforma
tions are made easier by the tilt of molecules visible throu
the formation of tilt domains.

C. The jerky-to-viscous transition

1. Observations

The morphology of the moving dislocation changes w
the strain rateė. Low values of the strain rate correspond
a jerky regime characterized by important variations w
time of the edge dislocation velocity. Although the me
velocity follows Orowan’s law, the instantaneous one var
strongly. When an edge dislocation meets a pinning do
suddenly stops. After its depinning, its velocity becom
much larger than the average and a straight line is rap
reformed.

When the strain rate is increased above a value den
ė j v in Table II, the pinning points are no longer observe
and the edge dislocation moves as a straight line~Fig. 10!.
We describe this regime asviscousin contrast with thejerky
regime.

2. Interpretation of the transition

At first sight, our observations suggest that the pinn
forces strongly decrease with increasing dislocation veloc
but a closer analysis shows that our observations rem
compatible with a constant depinning force.

Let us consider a climbing dislocation crossing a dot d
ing the stationary regime. Far from the pinning point, tw
forces act on the dislocation~see Fig. 11!: a PK forceBde l ŷ
per unit length, wheree l is the local strain at the positionY0
and the opposing viscous force2v ŷ/Mx, whereM is the
mobility of an edge dislocation in a sample without pinnin
points. In the vicinity of the pinning dot, the velocity drop
rapidly to zero and the viscous force disappears. The pro
of the dislocation is also due to the competition of the c
vature force@see Eq.~5!# and the increased PK forces und
stress. The shape is then given by

dFc1dFPK50,

st

FIG. 10. Evolution of the morphology of the moving dislocatio
with the strain rateė for sample II. Left: Forė, ė j v , a jerky motion
due to the presence of pinning dots is observed. Right: Foė
. ė jv, a viscous motion is now observed and the pinning dots
no longer visible. Period of the array: 23.2mm.
5-6
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12cosu5
~Y02y!2

L 2
1Ke l

Y02y

L , ~14!

where K52e/La. The distance of depinning under stre
Y0,m(e l) is then related to the local straine l by

Y0,m
2 5Y0,m

2 ~e l !1Ke lLY0,m~e l !, ~15!

where Y0,m is the depinning distance at rest~'10 mm!.
Therefore the lengthY0,m(e l) decreases rapidly with increas
ing e l . We have represented in Fig. 12 the evolution of
shape of two depinning dislocations@Eq. ~14!# with e l for the
typical valuesu05p/4, K5104 rad21, and a periodp of
10 mm.

We arbitrarily define the jerky-viscous transition by th
conditionY0,m(e l , j v)5Y0,m/10 ~this corresponds to the opt
cal resolution limit for the samples of Table II!. The above
static analysis gives the value of the local strain at the tr
sition e l , j v'10/K'1023. The more natural dynamical pa
rameterė j v5rmbMBe l , j v is then obtained through Eq.~9!
and Eq. ~10!. Taking rm'531023 ~data in Table II! we
obtain ė j v'331024 s21, which is in good agreement with
the data.

Note finally that this analysis shows that one should
careful about drawing conclusions about the interactions
tween screw and edge dislocations in motion from opti
observations. Observations of straight edge dislocati
moving in a smectic sample do not necessarily prove that
interaction is weak.

FIG. 11. Sketch of the forces acting on a climbing edge dis
cation: PK force~dotted arrows!, viscous force~plain black arrows!,
curvature force~plain gray arrows!, and corresponding line tensio
~dashed arrows!.

FIG. 12. Evolution of the shape of the depinning dislocatio
with the local straine l .
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D. Loop nucleation

An advantage of the setup we have used is the possib
of tuning rm all over the sample. In the jerky and viscou
regimes previously described, the liquid crystal conta
enough mobile dislocations to relax the stress by their mo
ment only. By decreasing the anglea, we can prevent this
mechanism and favor the nucleation of edge dislocations

1. Observations

We describe now a third regime in which the shape
edge dislocations greatly departs from straight lines. Fig
13 shows a series of pictures corresponding to a compres
at a strain rate of 531024 s21 of a sample with a wedge
anglea5231025 rad. Due to the low density of edge dis
locations, the stress is not rapidly relaxed, and the lo
strain becomes important, which is at the origin of two ph
nomena. First, tilt domains appear~due to the vicinity of the
SmA-SmC transition! and become visible under crossed p
larizers. They are usually noncircular~see pointb in Fig. 13!,
which indicates that the corresponding line tension is rat
low. Second, dislocation loops appear ahead of the edge
locations and grow rapidly~pointsa andc). The loops dis-
appear when they meet the next edge dislocation, with wh
they form a single line. Therefore, the main edge dislocati
move forward indirectly through the nucleation of loops. T
application of a periodical strain shows that the loops ori
nate from fixed sources, apparently in the bisecting pla
Careful observations indicate, however, that no dust parti
~of size at least larger than 1mm) are present at the nucle
ation points.

This observation emphasizes the importance of dislo
tions with respect to the smectic flow. When the local an
between the plates is close to zero, no edge dislocations
present and the liquid crystal nucleates them in order to
able to flow.

2. Interpretation and discussion

We observed that the decrease of the anglea favors the
nucleation of loops. In the limita50 rad ~perfectly parallel

-

s

FIG. 13. Nucleation and growth of edge dislocation loops un
compression~arrows a and c). Note that the other patterns~not
necessarily circular! are domains of tilt which do not change wit
deformation.
5-7
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BLANC et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 011705 ~2004!
glasses!, no other dislocations are indeed present and
nucleation of defects is unavoidable to remove one la
This situation has been explored mainly in surface force
periments~see Refs.@9–12#! in which the separation of two
parallel surfaces~plane and sphere or two cylinders! is
slowly decreased. The resulting oscillatory plastic flow c
be observed at macroscopic separations and is a conseq
of the layered structure. References@9,10# discussed the
mechanism responsible for the observed dynamics. Am
several models, only the helical instability of screw disloc
tions was retained. Our observations strongly reinforce
model.

First, let us recall the proposed mechanism, which is
scribed in detail in Refs.@13,14#. Figure 14 depicts the nucle
ation of a loop from a screw dislocation under a helical
stability. Figure 14~a! represents a straight screw dislocati
which joins the boundaries of an unstrained sample. Un
compression, the screw dislocation is unstable and adop
helical shape@Fig. 14~b!#. The origin of this instability
comes from the fact that one layer has disappeared inside
cylinder formed by the helix, which therefore decreases
stress. The helical dislocation has acquired a mixed chara
~screw and edge! and can transform into a straight scre
dislocation of the same Burgers vector plus a loop edge
location with a kink@Fig. 14~c!#. The loop then grows out
ward to relax the remaining stress.

The main characteristic of this model is that the edge lo
should appear in the middle of the sample, around a sc
dislocation, and should leave it unchanged, ready to nucl
another loop. Our observations are in complete agreem
with these points and strengthen the validity of the heli
instability model.

IV. DISCUSSION

Our results raise the problem of the microscopic origin
the pinning and how the dislocations intersect. We will no
discuss this point further, which was already approache
Refs. @10,13,14# but is still unsolved. Note here that th
discussion also concerns the bulk SmA phase. To our knowl-
edge, small Burgers vector edge dislocations in SmA struc-
tures have not been observed at rest, but only indirectly
rapid motion because of the presence of tiny decorating fo
conic domains~as reported in Ref.@13#!. They were straight
lines, but we have seen~Sec. III C 2! that pinning could nev-
ertheless be present. References@9,10# clearly indicate that

FIG. 14. Nucleation of a loop of edge dislocations from a scr
dislocation, through a helical instability~see description in the text!.
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the edge dislocations in a SmA sample~8CB! are pinned.
Therefore, we will consider defects in layered structures i
general way.

A. Influence of the wedge

First, we will discuss the influence of the wedge on t
defects present in the bulk. Let us consider a dislocat
shifted from the bisecting plane to a distanceh. In a first
approximation@27#, the walls of the wedge act as two imag
dislocations located at the distancee62h from the disloca-
tion. The total interaction energy~per unit length and within
the wedge! with the two image dislocations is@28#

EI5
1

2

BAlb2

4Ap
S 1

Ae12h
1

1

Ae22h
D '

BAlb2

8Ape
S 21

3h2

e2 D ,

~16!

wherel is the smectic penetration length. The restoring fo
per unit length alongẑ is then

Fz5
]EI

]h
5

3BAlb2h

4Ape5/2
. ~17!

This force is a PK force resulting from the stress gen
ated by the image dislocations. It would yield a glide velo
ity along ẑ:

vg5
MgFz

b
5

3MgBAlbh

4Ape5/2
~18!

where Mg is the glide mobility. However, the dislocation
are trapped in their Peierls-Nabarro valley, and an easy g
is possible only whenFz.FPN , where the Peierls-Nabarr
forceFPN is of orderBb per unit length. Here, a compariso
with Eq. ~17! shows that easy glide probably does not occ
~note that this result has been shown directly for larg
pitched cholesterics by fluorescence confocal polarizing
croscopy@29#!.

Another possible mechanism involves the nucleation a
motion of kinks ~see Fig. 15! as observed in cholesteric

FIG. 15. Glide of an edge dislocation in thex-z plane through
the motion of kinks.
5-8
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DEFECT DYNAMICS IN A SMECTIC GRANDJEAN-CANO WEDGE PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 011705 ~2004!
@29#. The total force acting on a kink alongx̂ and the corre-
sponding velocity are~for a kink of elementary Burgers vec
tor and heightb)

Fx5
]EI

]h
b5

3BAlb3h

4Ape5/2
, ~19!

vk5
MkFx

b2
, ~20!

whereMk is the kink mobility. This mechanism is certainl
much more efficient in SmA than in large-pitched choleste
ics because of the very weak energy of such kinks~of order
Bb3!kBT @30#!, which can therefore appear spontaneou
by thermal fluctuations. LetNk be the number of pairs o
kinks ~two kinks of opposite signs! created along an edg
dislocation per unit length and time. The net glide veloc
resulting from the wedge is

vg5
3NkMBAlb2h

4Ape5/2
. ~21!

This efficient mechanism probably explains why the ed
dislocations are always observed next to the bisecting p
in our experiments~the tilt boundary due to the edge is th
lowest energy configuration!.

B. Origin of the pinning force

Our observations have shown that the depinning forcF
is of the same order as the line tensiong of an edge dislo-
cation: F52g sinu0,m with u0,m'p/4. In other words, the
crossing is not easy~not thermally activated!. This result is
quite surprising because the crossing of a fixed screw di
cation of Burgers vectorb1 by a moving perpendicular edg
dislocation of Burgers vectorb2 should give rise to a single
kink on the edge dislocation of Burgers vectorb1. The cor-
responding energyfar from the screw dislocationis much
lower thankBT and therefore the crossing is expected to
easy@31#. The complete problem of the interaction and t
crossing between an edge and a screw dislocations se
however, very complex to solve. We give below, assimple
illustrations, two different effects which could intervene i
this complex interaction.

1. Interaction between two rigid dislocations

In the linear approximation, there is no mean stress g
erated by a screw dislocation and thus no PK force acting
the edge dislocation. A similar problem concerning the int
action between two screw dislocations was discussed in
@30# where the author shows that a long-range interac
arises from nonlinear terms. To have a glimpse of the n
linear terms of the interaction between an edge and a sc
dislocation, consider the straines'b1

2/8p2r 2 due to a single
screw dislocation at a distancer from the core.

Applying the PK force formula to an edge dislocatio
located at the shortest distanceR from the screw dislocation
under normal stressBes , we get the net force
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Fs5
Bb2b1

2

8pR
. ~22!

Taking B5106 N3m22 and b15b25R5d, we obtainFs
'10212 N in the vicinity of the screw dislocation. This valu
shows that the elastic interaction could be sufficient to
plain the pinning force that has been observed.

2. The role of the helical instability

Now reverse the above considerations, and consider
screw dislocation within the stress field generated by
edge dislocation. When the horizontal edge dislocation
proaches the screw dislocation, this latter experiences a f
in the vertical direction. As explained in Sec. III D, a scre
dislocation might acquire some characteristics of an e
dislocation through the helical instability and form an ed
dislocation loop.

The horizontal force per unit line between two elementa
parallel edge dislocations is given by@28#

F56
Bd2

8p

x0

z0
S p

lz0
D 1/2

expS 2
x0

2

4lz0
D , ~23!

wherex0 andz0 are the horizontal and vertical displacemen
between the edge dislocations. During the localized inter
tion, we expectx0'z0'd which yields for a loop of typical
sized, F5Bd2, which also has the right order of magnitud

V. CONCLUSION

Direct observations under the microscope of the mic
scopic defects in a strained sample allowed us to confi
several hypotheses about the plasticity of smectics. Sm
deformations can be analyzed through the ‘‘plasticity of s
ids’’ approach. The intersections between screw and e
dislocation are not negligible and are at the origin of a sm
yield stress which depends strongly on the density of sc
dislocations. Larger stresses are relaxed through the mo
of edge dislocations in the bisecting plane of the wedge. O
experiment allowed us to check the Orowan equation
rectly and to determine the nature of its limits. The depart
of the Orowan relation is mainly due to the finite mobility o
the dislocations. When the stress is no longer relaxed by
preexisting defects, edge dislocation loops nucleate. Our
servations strengthen the model of the helical instability
screw dislocations generating the loops.

The present experiment provides a unique tool for stu
ing the local interactions between edge and screw dislo
tions during the compression of a lamellar material. From
macroscopic point of view, the plasticity of the sample r
sults from the interaction between an array of elastic lin
~the edge dislocations! and fixed obstacles~the anchored
screw dislocations!. Therefore, our system also seems ve
attractive for studying the physics of the depinning of
elastic line in a disordered landscape. For example, spe
work could concern the phenomena related to the yi
strain, such as avalanches~sudden depinning of severa
points! and other related phenomena.
5-9
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